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0. Introduction 
Recently several authors have investigated certain classes of rings 
that are closely related to each other. ZEMMER introduced the notion of 
Boolean valued ring [7]. SusSMAN considered what he called associate 
rings [5] and SUBRAHMANYAM studied P1-rings [3]. 
In this paper we will define two classes of rings, the duplicator rings 
and the cfo-rings and we will investigate the intersection class of the 
classes of duplicator rings and cfo-rings, which class· contains those of 
ZEMMER, SusSMAN and SuBRAHMANY AM and which class we will call 
the class of minimal duplicator rings (M.D. rings). 
It turns out that the class of minimal duplicator rings contains the 
class of what KAPLANSKY called Baer-rings [1]. Some of the structure 
theorems, described by KAPLANSKY in [1] aiso hold for these M.D. rings. 
Throughout this paper R will denote an (associative) ring which need 
not necessarily be commutative or contain an identity element. The set 
of idempotent elements will be denoted by P and the center of R by C. 
B will be the set of central idempotent elements: B=P n C. The set 
of all x E R such that sx = xs for all s E S C R will be denoted by C(S}, 
the centralizer of S. Defining a C b to mean ab=a one obtains a transitive 
relation in R. However, in B this relation is also reflexive and anti-
symmetric, so that B is partially ordered. Moreover, B is a generalized 
Boolean algebra, i.e. a distributive lattice with relative zero-complements 
(also called a Boolean ring). The lattice operations of B expressed in 
terms of those in . R are 
inf (a, b) =an b=ab, 
sup (a, b)=a U b=a+b-ab, 
ab'=b-ab, 
where ab' is the (because of the distributivity of the lattice B necessarily 
unique) relative complement of a with· respect to b : 
an ab'=O, 
au ab'=a u b. 
l. Some definitions 
In order to be able to compare the current terminologies we will collect 
some defiriitions. For a ring R and a subset S of R the set of right 
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duplicators of S, i.e. the set of all x E R such that sx=s for all s E S, 
will be denoted by Dr(S). Similarly the set of all left duplicators of S 
will be denoted by D1(S). Denoting by if>(S} the set of all central idempotent 
duplicators of the set, we have 
if>(S)=Dr(S} n B=D1(S) n B. 
Furthermore let if>0(S) be the set of all idempotents that duplicate the 
subset S and also commute with S: 
if>O(S)=Dr(S) n C(S} n P=D1(S) n C(S} n P, 
so that we have if>(S) C if>O(S). 
We will, in particular, be interested in the case where S is the set 
consisting of just one element: if>(a) and if>O(a). 
1.1. Definition. A duplicator ring is a ring R such that for every 
element a E R the set if>(a) of central idempoten.t duplicators of a is not 
empty. A minimal duplicator ring is a duplicator ring R such that for 
every element a ER the set if>(a) has a smallest element, denoted by cp(a). 
1.2. Definition. A Subrahmanyam duplicator ring is a ring R such 
that for every element aER the set if>0(a) of commuting idempotent 
duplicators of a is not empty (P1' : i, see [4]). A minimal Subrahmanyam 
duplicator ring is a Subrahmanyam duplicator ring such that for every 
element a E R the set if>O( a) has a smallest element, denoted by ao, in the 
sense that aoe=ao for all e E if>O(a) (P2' : ii, see [4]). Such a ring was 
·called a P1-ring by SUBRAHMANYAM [4]. 
If R is a subdirect product of rings R,., each ring R,. containing an 
identity 1,., while the only central idempotents of R,. are 0,. and 1,., an 
.associate idempotent a* of a= {a,.} is that idempotent whose ex-component 
is 1,. provided a,. =1= 0,. and 0,. provided a"'= 0,.. 
1.3. Definition. An associate ring is a ring R that is a subdirect 
product of rings R,., each of which contains an identity 1,., while the 
·only central idempotents of R,. are 0,. and 1,. and such that for every 
element a E R also the associate idempotent a* belongs to R. 
A Sussman associate ring is an associate ring R whose component rings 
.R,. are all integral domains (rings with identity and without proper right 
or left divisors of zero). 
1.4. Definition. A Boolean valued ring (ZEMMER, [7]) is a com-
mutative ring R with identity and with a mapping cf> of R into an arbitrary 
Boolean algebra B such that 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
cf>(x)=O "* x=O, 
cf>(xy)=cf>(x) n cf>(y), 
cp(x+y) C cf>(x) U cf>(y). 
It is not difficult to show that a ring R is a Boolean valued ring if and 
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onyl if it is isomorphic to a subdirect product of commutative integral 
domains (see e.g. [2], p. 6, theorem 2.2). From these definitions it follows 
that, when the Boolean algebra B of definition 1.4 is supposed to be the 
Boolean algebra of the idempotent elements from the ring R, this ·sub-
class of Boolean valued rings is contained in the class of (Sussman)-
associate rings and that the class of associate rings is contained in the 
class of PI-rings. SuBRAHMANYAM proved that all idempotents of a PI-
ring R are contained in the center of R ([4], lemma 1.1.3, p. 278). 
It then follows that the class of PI-rings is contained in the class of all 
M.D. rings. 
As a matter of fact, for rings R, all whose idempotents are central, 
the sets (]>(a) and (])O(a) coincide for every a ER so that the notions defined 
in 1.1 and 1.2 also coincide. 
1.5. Definition. A cf>-ring is a ring for which there exists a mapping 
cf> of R into B (the set of central idempotents of R) with the following 
properties 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
A cp-ring for which 
(ii)' 
cp(x)=0-¢'>x=0, 
cp(xy) h cp(x), 
cp(x+y) h cf>(x) u cp(y), 
cf>(x) =x, for all x E B. 
cf>(xy) = cf>(x) 11 cp(y) 
holds will be called a multiplicative cf>-ring. 
If R is a ring and S a subset of R, the right annihilator of S, denoted 
by A,(S), is the set of all x E R such that sx = 0 for all s E S. Similarly 
the left annihilator of S, AI(S), is defined. A,(S) and AI(S) are resp. right 
and left ideals of R. 
1.6. Definition. A Baer-ring is a ring R with identity in which 
every right annihilator is of the form eR, where e is an idempotent element 
of R (see [1]). 
It follows that every left annihilator is also of the form Rf, f being 
an idempotent of R. Examples of Baer-rings are (see [1]) 
l. Any ring with identity element and without divisors of zero; in 
particular any division ring. 
2. The ring of all linear transformations in a vector space; in particular 
ring of all n x n matrices over a division ring. 
3. The ring of all bounded operators in a Hilbert space; more generally, 
any ring of operators. 
4. The ring of all triangular 2 x 2 matrices 
over a field. 
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5. The direct product of any family of Baer-rings. 
6. The ring of all bounded sequences of complex numbers. 
2. Some immediate properties 
One easily verifies that the set D1(S) of left duplicators of S C R enjoys 
the following two properties 
(i) x E D1(S) and r E R imply r+x-rx E D1(S), 
(ii) x E D1(S) and y E D1(S) imply xy E D1(S). 
From this it immediately follows that the set if>(S) is a sublattice of B. 
For a M.D. ring the set if>(a) is a lattice with a smallest element cp(a). 
Moreover, if>(a) is a sublattice of B with relative cp(a)-complements. 
For x, y E if>( a) we have 
xy' =cp(a) +y-xy, 
so that 
x 11 xy'=cp(a) 
and 
xu xy' =Xu y, with xy' E if>( a). 
If R contains an identity element if>(a) becomes a Boolean subalgebra 
where the complement of x in if>(a) is given by 
x' =cp(a) + 1-x. 
Some further direct properties are 
2.1. if>(O) =B. 
2.2. if>(1)={1}, if 1 r=R. 
2.3. 0 r= if>(a) =- a=O. 
2.4. W(a) C if>(ab) for a, bE R. 
2.5. x r=if>(a), y r=if>(b) =-xu y r=if>(a+b). 
2.6. W(a)=W(-a) and hence cp(a)=cp(-a). 
2.7. aCb=-if>(b)Cif>(a) and hence cp(a)C_cp(b). 
2.8. Proposition. A M.D. ring is a cp-ring with the special property 
acp(a) =a for all a E R. 
Proof. We have to exhibit the properties (i) to (iv), listed in def. 1.5. 
ad (i): cp(a)=O =- 0 r=if>(a) =>-a=O by 2.3; if a=O we have cp(a)=cp(O)=B 
by 2.1 ; the smallest element of B is zero. 
ad (ii): cp(ab) C cp(a) by 2.4. 
ad (iii): cp(a+b) C cp(a) U cp(b) by 2.5. 
ad (iv): cp(x)=x for all x E B: obvious. 
Conversely we also have 
2.9. Proposition. A cp-ring with the additional property acp(a)=a 
for all a E R is a minimal duplicator ring. 
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Proof. That R is a duplicator ring follows from acp(a)=a. That cp(a) 
is also the minimal duplicator for a is proved as follows. Suppose ax= a 
for an element x E B. Then cp(a)=cp(ax) h: cp(x)=x, since x E B. 
2.10. Proposition. A cp-ring has the property bacp(a)=ba for all 
bE Band a ER. 
Proof. Let a E R. Consider the relative zero-complement of cp(a) with 
respect to bE B: cpb'(a)=b-bcp(a). Then we have 
cp{acpb'(a)} h: cp(a) n cp{cpb'(a)}=cp(a) n cpB'(a)=O, 
due to prop. (ii) and (iv) of def. 1.5. 
Thus we have acpb'(a) = 0 because of prop. (i) of def. 1.5. 
Using cpb'(a)=b-bcp(a) we find ab=abcp(a). 
2.11. Corollary. A cp-ring that is a duplicator ring has the property 
acp(a)=a and is hence a minimal duplicator ring. Hence the intersection 
class of the class of cp-rings and the class of duplicator rings is the class 
-of minimal duplicator rings. Since any ring with identity is a duplicator 
ring it follows that cp-rings with identity are necessarily minimal duplicator 
rings. Also duplicator rings, whose set B of central idempotents are finite, 
will always be minimal duplicator rings. 
The following two lemmas were proved by SuBRAHMANYAM (see [4]) 
and seem to be quite ·important for the sequel. 
2.12. Lemma. In a M.D. ring R ax=O for a ER and x E B implies 
xcp(a)=O. 
Proof. cp(a)-xcp(a)=y E B; ay=a-ax=a. 
Thus cp(a)=cp(ay) h: cp(y)=y. 
Hence ycp(a)=cp(a) or cp(a)-xcp(a)-xcp(a)=cp(a) or xcp(a)=O. 
2.13. Lemma. In a M.D. ring R cp(ab)=bcp(a) for any a E Rand bE B. 
Proof. bcp(a) is a central idempotent duplicator for ab. That bcp(a) 
is also the m.c.i.d. for ab can be seen as follows. Suppose c is also a c.i.d. 
for ab. Then we have b-bc E Band a(b-bc)=O. Applying the previous 
lemma we find cp(a)(b-bc)=O or bcp(a)=bccp(a). Hence bcp(a) is the m.c.i.d. 
for ab. 
3. Examples 
Let R be a Boolean ring (all elements are idempotent; it follows that 
the ring is commutative) and M the ring of all matrices of n rows and 
n columns with elements in R. Since the center of M consists of all 'scalar' 
matrices, i.e. diagonal matrices with all elements on the main diagonal 
equal to one and the same element of R, we see that this is also precisely 
the set B of all central idempotents of M. Denoting the diagonal matrix 
with all elements on the main diagonal equal to a E R by al, we can 
establish an isomorphism between B and R: a -+ al. Thus we see that 
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our matrix ring has a very special property, namely that the set B of 
its central idempotents is not only a Boolean ring under the operations 
a@ b=ab, 
a EB b=a+b-2ab, 
which is the case for any ring M, see (2] p. 5, but is even a subring 
of M since the ring R is a Boolean ring so that 2ab = 0. 
Therefore · 
a@ b=ab, 
aEBb=a+b. 
Hence: the set B of central idempotents of the matrix ring M over R 
is a Boolean ring that is a subring of M, isomorphic to R. In the 
matrix ring M over R there are many idempotents which are not 
in the center. For the case n=2 one may easily establish that the 
necessary and sufficient conditions for a matrix (atJ), ati E R, to ·be 
idempotent are 
and with these conditions it is easy to construct many not central but 
idempotent elements. 
As a consequence such a matrix ring Mover R is not a PI-ring since 
for these rings all idempotent elements must be in the center. However, 
we will show that the ring M is a minimal duplicator ring, thus exhibiting 
the fact that the class of minimal duplicator rings is actually larger than 
the class of PI-rings. 
In the first place we remark that the ring M is a duplicator ring. For 
if a= (atJ) EM the element ( U atJ) I is certainly a central idempotent 
duplicator of a. i,i 
Next we show that M is also a cp-ring which would prove that M is a 
minimal duplicator ring. 
Let a= (atJ) EM, ati E R. Define cp(a) = ( U a'IJ) IE B. 
i.i 
(i) cp(a)=O"'*a=_O; 
(ii) for· x=(XtJ) and y=(Ytt) we have 
xy=,(XtJHYtJ) = (~ XtkYk1); 
k 
cp(xy) = { U (~ XtkYki)} I and cp(x) == ( U XtJ) 1. 
i,i k .i 
A few remarks may introduce the concluding inequalities. First: in any 
Boolean ring we have x+y r;;_ xu y ( =x+y-xy). Second: x r;;. a and 
y r;;. a imply x + y r;;. a since x + y r;;. x u y r;;. a. 
Now we have: 
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XpkYkq k: U x~,i, for all p, k and q. 
i.i 
Then ! XpkYkq k: U XtJ, for all p and q. 
k i.i 
Thus U ! Xpkykq k: U Xij, or cp(xy) k: ( U XiJ) I= cp(x). 
p.q k i.i i.i 
(iii) Using the same nqtation as in (ii): 
Xpq+ypq k: Xpq U ypq k: (Ux~,J) u (Uy~,J), for all p and q. 
Hence: U(xii+Yii) k: (Uxii) U (Uy~,J); but this means cp(x+y) k: cp(x) U cp(y) 
(iv) cp(x) = x, for all x E B. 
Another example of a minimal duplicator ring which is not a P1-ring 
is obtained by considering the direct sum R x R where R is the ring of 
all 2 x 2 matrices over a field F. The only central idempotents of R are 
0 = (~ ~) and 1 = (~ ~). 
Some non-central idempotents of R are 
e = (~ ~) and f = (~ ~) 
and also 
g = G ~) for any A. E F. 
This implies that the only central idempotents of the direct sum R x R are 
(0, 1), (1, 0), {0, 0) and (1, 1), whereas some non-central idempotents are 
(e, e), (e, f), (/,e) and (f, f). 
Since the ring R x R has an identity element (1, 1) it is a duplicator 
ring. Since there are only finitely many elements in B it is !!' minimal 
duplicator ring. Since not all idempotents are in the centre the ring is 
not a P1-ring. 
Finally we consider the ring R of all residue classes of integers modulo 
n=p{'tp2"'2 ... Pn(A"'' Pi prime, IXi a natural number. 
We will map the ring Rn onto the direct sum l: Rpi"'• of the rings Rpf,"'i 
of residue classes of integers modulo Pi"'•: . 
X-+}; Xi 
Xi E Rp{''i being the residue class of x modulo pf,"'i. That this mapping is 
well defined follows from the fact that x-y = 0 (mod n) implies x-y = 0 
(mod pi"'>). 
The mapping is obviously a homomorphism. That it is even a mono-
morphism follows from the "fact that a = 0 (mod Pt"'•) for all i implies 
a= 0 (mod n). To show that the mapping is an epimorphism: if 
(a1. a2, ... , ak) E l: Rpf,"'i is given, take a= l: a~,(n/p{''i)qi with the q, choosen 
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in such a way that Aipl"i + qi(njpl'•) = 1, which is possible since pl'i and 
nfpl"• have greatest common divisor 1. Computing the residue class of 
.a mod pl"i we obtain a - ai(nfpl'•)qi (mod pi'"•); 
but ai(nfpl'•)qi = ai (mod pi"'•), which follows from 
AiPi''•ai + qi(n/pl"i) = ai. 
Conclusion: the element a of Rn, so constructed, is mapped onto the 
prescribed element (a1, a2, ... , ak) of E RpiiXi and hence 
Rn ~ E Rpl"•. 
For exactly the same reasons as in the preceding example we conclude 
that Rn is a (commutative) minimal duplicator ring. Even more: since 
p" divides x(x- 1) only if p" divides x or x- 1, the only idempotent elements 
of RP" are the classes 0" and 1", so that Rn is actually an example of a 
(commutative) associate ring. 
If n does not contain any quadratic factor (allrxi= 1) Rn is an example 
of a Boolean valued ring. 
4. Complete minimal duplicator rings 
4.1. Definition. A (minimal duplicator) ring whose set of central 
idempotents is complete will be called a complete (minimal duplicator) ring. 
4.2. Theorem. A complete minimal duplicator ring R has an identity 
element (so that the set B of central idempotent elements of R is a 
Boolean algebra) and every set cf>(S) of central idempotent duplicators of 
a subset S. of R is always a complete Boolean subalgebra of B. 
Proof. Let {xt} be a subset of cf>(S). Then we have for an arbitrary 
element s ES: s C Xi, for all Xi. Hence ~(s) C ~(xi)=Xi so that we also 
have s C ~(s) C n Xi C u Xi. Since this holds for any s E S this implies 
that both n Xi and u Xi are elements of cf>(S). 
Hence cf>(S) is a complete sub-lattice. By taking for {xi} the whole set 
S itself one proves that there is a smallest central idempotent duplicator 
for S : ~(S). By taking S=R one proves that R has an identity element 
1 = ~(R), so that B is indeed a Boolean algebra. For x E cf>(S) the ~(B)­
complement of x in cf>(S) is given by ~(S) + 1-x. 
4.3. Proposition. For a complete minimal duplicator ring R and 
for any subset S of R it holds that ~(S) = U ~(s). 
seS 
Proof. Since for any s E S we have s C ~(s) C u ~(s}, it is clear that 
V ~(s) is a central idempotent duplicator for S. To show that it is also 
the minimal central idempotent duplicator (and hence equals ~(S)}, 
suppose that x is a central idempotent duplicator for S : x E cf>(S) or 
s C x for all s E S. Then ~(s) C ~(x) =X and thus U ~(s) C x, which proves 
the statement. 
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We have proved that for a complete M.D. ring R the lattice c.P(S) for 
any subset S of R is always complete. Conversely it is easy to see that 
if for an arbitrary ring R the lattice c.P(S) is always complete for any 
S C R, then R must be a complete M.D. ring. Thus the complete M.D. 
rings are characterized as those rings for which, for any S C R, the lattices 
c.P(S) are all complete. 
From the preceding we obtain a vBry useful lemma, to be used later. 
4.4. Lemma. For a complete M.D. ring R the following property holds: 
r E R, hrx E B, rhrx=r for all iX, imply r u hrx=r and r n hrx=r. 
rx rx 
Proof. Since f(r) is a complete sub-algebra of B, both U hrx and 
n hrx are in f(r) from which the statement follows. a 
4.5. Lemma. For a complete M.D. ring R the following property 
holds: r E R, hrx E B, rha=O, for all iX, imply r Uhx=O. 
Proof. It follows that r(l-ha)=r or rhx'=r. Applying the previous 
lemma: r nha'=r or, r(l-nhx')=O, which is the same as r(nh/)'=0 
or r uhrx=O. 
The preceding lemmas can now be put together in the following 
4.6. Proposition. For a ring R whose set B of idempotents is com-
plete it holds that R is M.D. ring if and only if it contains an identity 
and has the property that x, hex E B and hexx = 0 imply x U ha = 0. 
Proof. That a M.D. ring R, with complete set B of idempotents, has 
the above mentioned property is proved in theorem 4.2 and in lemma 4.5. 
Conversely: let x E R. Take all hx E B such that hexx = 0. Then also 
x U hex= 0, and consequently 1- U hex is the smallest central idempotent 
duplicator for x. 
5. Generalized Baer-rings 
5.1. Definition. A ring R with identity and with the property that 
every annihilator is generated by finitely many, mutually commutative 
idempotents, will be called a generalized Baer-ring. It may easily be 
proved, by induction, that every annihilator of a generalized Baer-ring 
can be generated by finitely many, mutually commutative and pairwise 
orthogonal idempotents. 
5.2. Proposition. IfS is a central subset of a generalized Baer-ring 
and if 
Az(S)=R(/l,fz, ... ,fq), fdi=/iti=O for i#O for /iEP; 
then L:ei=L:fiEB (=GnP). 
21 Series A 
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Proof. Since SC.C (center of R) we have Ar(S)=A1(S), so that 
(et)R=R(/J}. Let E ei=e and E f1= f. 
!1 E (et)R hence efi = f1 from which ef =f. 
ei E R(!J) hence eif = ei from which ef =e. Thus e =f. 
Let x be an arbitrary element of R. Since ex E (et)R=R(fi) we have 
exf=ex and similarly, since xf E R(/1) = (et)R, we have exf=xf. Thus 
ex= xf and since e = f also ex= xe, so that e E 0. Due to the fact, however, 
that e is the sum of an orthogonal set of idempotents it is an idempotent 
itself: e E B. 
5.3. Theorem. A generalized Baer-ring R is a complete M.D. ring 
(see [1]}. 
Proof. First we will show that for a generalized Baer-ring the set B 
of central idempotents is complete. 
Therefore let S={ht}, hiE B. Then A(S}=Ar(S)=(kl, ... , k1)R, 
kiki = kiki = 0; i =1= j, kt E P and k = E ki E B (prop. 5.2}. Consider 1 + k = k'. 
Then htk=O for all i, since k EA(S}, or ht(1-k}=ht for all i, so that 
hi C. 1 - k = k'. Therefore k' is an upper bound for the set S. To prove 
that it is also the lub suppose 
hi C. k" for all i, 
I.e. htk" = ht, 
or ht- htk" = 0, 
or ht(1-k")=0, 
thus 1-k" EA(S)=Ar(S}=(ki)R. 
k(1-k")= 1-k", 
k=kk" = 1-k", 
1-k=k" -kk" = (1-k)k", 
or k'=k'k", 
thus k' C. k" and hence k' =lub {ht}. 
Since every set of B has a lub and since 0 E B, B is complete. To prove 
that the ring R is also a M.D. ring we have to show that htx=O for all 
i implies hx=O, where h= uhi. LetS be the set {hi}. Since S C. C we have 
A(S) = Ar(S) = (eb e2, ... , en}R, where eiei = eiei = 0, i =I= j, ei E P and 
E et=e E B. Then x E Ar(S} since hix=O for all i. Thus x=e1a1 +e2a2+ ..• 
... +enan, ai E R, and we have ex=ee1a1 + ... +eenan=X and therefore 
(1-e}x=O. But 1-e=Uht and thus hx=O. 
From the preceding it follows that in a generalized Baer-ring R finding 
the minimal c.i. duplicator for an element x E R amounts to 
cp(x) = E ei, where 
{et} are mutually commuting, pairwise orthogonal idempotents, generating 
the annihilator consisting of all kt E B such that ktx = 0. 
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6. Subrings of M.D. rings 
6.1. Definition. A subring R1 of a M.D. ring R is called a rp-subring 
of R provided R1 is itself a M.D. ring and the m.c.i.d. for a E R1 computed 
in R1 is the same as the m.c.i.d. for a computed in R for every a E R. 
The center of a (complete) M.D. ring is a (complete) rp-subring. 
6.2. Theorem. If R is a M.D. ring and if e E P then eRe is also a 
M.D. ring. 
Proof. Suppose x E eRe so that x=eae for some a E R. Consider the 
element erp(eae)e. This will be the proposed m.c.i.d. for eae computed in 
the subring eRe of R. To prove this we state 
(i) erp(eae)e E eRe, 
(ii) e,P(eae)e is idempotent, 
(iii) erp(eae)e lies in the center of eRe, 
(iv) e,P(eae)e duplicates eae, 
(v) erp(eae)e is also the minimal c.i.d. for eae in eRe. 
To prove the last assertion let eze also be a c.i.d. for eae in eRe. Then 
we have 
(eze)(tze) = eze, since eze is idempotent, 
(eze)(epe) = (epe)(eze), since eze is central in eRe, 
(eze)(eae)=eae, since eze duplicates eae. 
But rp(eae)=rp(eze·eae) ~ rp(eze) ~ eze, from which erp(eae)e ~ eze, which 
shows that erp(eae)e is also minimal in eRe. 
6.3. Theorem. For a central idempotent h of a M.D. ring R the 
subring hR is a rp-subring. 
Proof. According to the preceding theorem the m.c.i.d. for hx is 
h,P(hx)h. Applying lemma 2.13 we have hrp(hx) =hrp(x) which is the m.c.i.d. 
for hx computed in R. 
6.4. Proposition. The set of central idempotents of the subring hR, 
for hE B, is given by B n hR. If B is complete B n hR is a complete 
Boolean subalgebra of B. 
Proof. Since an element hr is central in hR if and only if it is central 
in R the first statement is obvious. To prove the second assertion let 
{h,.r} be a collection of elements from hR n B. Since B is complete 
U hr,. exists in B. From h U hr"'= U hr,. we see that U hrtx E B n hR. 
{X tx tx {X 
6.5. Definition. An idempotent e E R is called abelian with respect 
toR if all idempotents of eRe commute with each other (and hence with 
all elements of eRe, since idempotents commuting with all other idem-
patents are necessarily central in any ring). An idempotent e in a complete 
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M.D. ring is called faithful provided cp(e) = 1. A complete M.D. ring is 
said to be of type I provided it contains a faithful abelian idempotent. 
6.6. Theorem. For any complete M.D. ring R there is always a 
unique central idempotent h such that 
(i) the ring hR is isomorphic to a subdirect product of rings hiR of 
type I; 
(ii) the ring (1-h)R contains no abelian idempotents other than 0; 
(iii) if k is a central idempotent so that kR is type I, then k C h. 
See [1], property 1, p. 6. 
Proof. Let {hi} be a maximal set of orthogonal idempotents such 
that h~ is type I. This means that for each i there exists an idempotent 
ei such that cp( ei) =hi and such that in eiRei all idempotents are central. 
Take h=Uhi. We then consider the following mapping of hR into the 
direct product II hiR: 
This mapping is obviously a homomorphism. It is even an mono-
morphism since {h1x}=0 means hix=O for all i, which implies (lemma 4.5) 
hx=O. 
Denoting the image of hR by R* and the direct sum of the rings h1R 
(only finitely many components different from zero) by E htR, we have 
E hiR c R* c II hiR. 
For if x E E hiR then x= {hiai}· Now take the element 
" " ! hiai=h! htai E hR; 
i=l i=l 
then this element is mapped onto the element {hiai} = x E E hiR. 
At the same time we thus have proved that R* is a subdirect product 
of the rings htR since the projections of R* 
i {xi}---+ Xi 
are mappings onto the components hiR. 
If (1-h)R contained a non-zero abelian idempotent I we would have 
(1-h)l= I so that cp{f) C 1-h and htcp{f) C hi(1-h) = 0. Since cp(f)R would 
be type I we would have contradicted the maximality of the set {hi} 
(KAPLANSKY (1 ]). 
Finally let k be a central idempotent such that kR is type I. This 
means that there exists an abelian idempotent IE kR with cp(f)=k. We 
would have (1-h)l is abelian. Then (1-h)l= 0 or hi= I so that cp{f) C h 
or k C h. 
To prove the uniqueness of h, suppose k = u ki where {kt} is a maximal 
orthogonal family of central idempotents kt with the property that the 
rings kiR are type I. For every ki we then have ki C h, h = u hi C k, so 
that k=h. 
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Let S = {ei} be an orthogonal set of (not necessarily central) idem-
potents. An idempotent e with the property 
(i) ei C e for all ei E S, 
(ii) ei C x for an idempotent x and for all ei E S implies e C x, will be 
called a provisional lub for the orthogonal set of idempotents S (see 
[I], p. 7). 
Note: if the setS is finite, S={el, e2, ... , ep}, the element e=Eet is a 
provisional sub for S. 
If S = {ei} is an orthogonal set of idempotents in a generalized Baer-
ring R and if Ar(S) is the right annihilator of the set S so that Ar(S) = 
=(/I, /2, ... , fp)R with /i E P, fd1= 0 for i=Fj, setting f= E /i, f' =I-f is a 
provisional lub for the set S. For we have: 
ed = 0 for all ei E S since f E Ar(S); 
ei- ed = ei or ei( I -f) = et or ed' = ei or ei C f'; 
ei C x for all ei E S and x E P implies f' C x since et C x means etx = ei or 
et(X -I)= 0 so that x-I E Ar(S); therefore x-I= /Ir1 + /2r2 + ... + fprp, 
ri E R, and thus f(x-I) =x-I or f'(x-I) = 0 or f'x= f', i.e. f' C x. 
In case of a Baer-ring R this reduces to: if S = {ei} is an orthogonal 
set of idempotents in a Baer-ring R and if Ar(S) is the right annihilator 
of S so that Ar(S) = eR with e E P, then e' = I- e is a provisionallub for S. 
Now let us assume that R is a complete M.D. ring with the property 
that every orthogonal set S = {ei} of idempotents et has at least one 
provisionallub then we can say that the ring kR of theorem 6.6 is itself 
of type I (KAPLANSKY, see [I]). 
To prove this we take for the set S the set of idempotents et meant in 
the proof of the same theorem 6.6. If we denote by e a provisional lub 
for the set S = { et} KAPLAN SKY showed in [I] 
(i) k=rp(e), where k denotes the same element as in th. 6.6, 
(ii) e is abelian. 
From this it follows easily that kR is type I. 
7. Structure theorems 
Let R be a complete ring with identity whose- complete- Boolean 
algebra of central idempotent elements will be denoted by B. 
7.1. Definition. An· atom of a ring R is a non-zero element b of B 
with the property that x C b, for ~ E B, implies x=O or x=b. 
A ring R ·is called atomistic provided every non-zero element of B 
contains at least ·one atom. 
We will. denote the set of atoms of R by X= {x,.}. Let k= U x,.. 
Then we have for R 
R=kR EB (I-k)R. 
Denoting kR by R1 and (I - k )R by R2 we know that the set B 1 of central 
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idempotents of R1 and the set B2 of central idempotents of R2 are given by 
B1=B n R1, B2=B n R2. 
It was also proved that B1 and B2 are complete Boolean-subalgebras of B. 
Furthermore it is clear that R1 is atomistic and R2 is atom-free. Note that 
if R itself is atomistic h= l and if R is atom-free h=O. Since R2 is atom-
free we have X !: B1. 
Let n be a positive integer ;;;;. 2 and let B(n) be the set of all elements 
b of B such that 
(i) 
(ii) 
nb=O; 
b _L B(m) for all m.;;;n. 
Then it follows easily that the set B(n) is a complete sub-lattice of B. 
Its smallest element is zero and we will denote its largest element by 
sup B(n). Moreover: B(n) consists exactly of those elements x of B such 
that x!: sup B(n). For if x!: sup B(n) we have x=x sup B(n), so that 
nx=O and also x sup B(m)=x sup B(n) sup B(m)=O since sup B(n)EB(n) 
and sup B(m) E B(m) while B(m) _L B(n). 
It also follows that for x E B x has order n if and only if x E B(n). 
Furthermore, let B( <Xl) be the set of all elements b of B such that 
b _L B(n), for all n. 
Then also B(<Xl) is a complete sub-lattice of B with zero as its smallest 
element and sup B( <Xl) as its largest element, consisting exactly of all 
those elements b E B with the property b !: sup B( <Xl ). 
00 
7.2. Proposition. U sup B(n) = 1. 
n=2 
00 
Proof. For x=l- U sup B(n) we have x sup B(n)=O for all n 
fl=2 
and for n = <Xl. Hence x E B( <Xl) which, together with x sup B( <Xl) = 0 
implies x = 0. 
7.3. Corollary. B is generated by the sets B(n) (n=2, 3, ... , <Xl) in the 
sense that every bE B is the lub of elements bn=b sup B(n) E B(n) in 
one and only one way (n=2, 3, ... , <Xl). 
7.3. Theorem. A complete M.D. ring R is isomorphic to a sub-
direct product of the rings R sup B(n) (n=2, 3, ... , <Xl). 
Proof. We define the following homomorphic mapping 
a-+ {a sup B(n)} 
00 
of the ring R into the ring IT R sup B(n). This is obviously a mono-
n=2 
morphism since {a sup B(n)}=O implies a sup B(n)=O for all nand for 
00 
n=<Xl. Since R is a M.D. ring it would follow that aU sup B(n)=O or 
oo n=2 
a=O since U sup B(n)= 1. 
f1=2 
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That the image of R is also a subdirect product is also obvious. 
The component rings R sup B(n) of the complete direct product are all 
orthogonal to each other. The central idempotent elements of these 
component rings are the elements of the set B(n) itself, since the fact 
that r sup B(n) is a central idempotent of R sup B(n) implies r sup B(n) EB 
and furthermore r sup B(n) sup B(n)=r sup B(n) so that 
r sup B(n) C sup B(n) from which r sup B(n) E B(n). 
7.4. Theorem. The component rings R sup B(n) are all integral 
domains if, and only if, the complete M.D. ring is a multiplicative rf>-ring. 
Proof. Let us first assume that the component rings R sup B(n) are 
all integral domains. It then follows that the onJy idempotents of the 
rings R sup B(n) are 0 and sup B(n). From this it follows that R is what 
was earlier called a Sussman associate ring (see def. 1.3). Since rf>(a) is 
mapped onto the element {r/>(a) sup B(n)} and rf>(a) sup B(n) is either-zero 
or sup B(n) we see that the m.c.i.d. rf>(a) of a is what was previously called 
the associated idempotent a* of a and we have rf>(a)=a*. Since all com-
potent rings are integral domains we have 
(xy)*=x* n y*=x*y*, which is the same as 
rf>(xy)=r/>(x) n rf>(y)=r/>(x)r/>(y}, 
from which we see that R is a multiplicative rf>-ring. 
Conversely, if not all component rings R sup B(n) were integral domains 
then for at least one positive integer n or for n=oo we would have 
r1 sup B(n) r2 sup B(n)=O while r1 sup B(n)=FO and r2 sup B(n)=FO. As R 
is a subdirect product of the rings R sup B(n) there must be elements 
a1 and a2 in R such that: 
n-component of a1=r1 sup B(n)=FO, 
n-component of a2=r2 sup B(n)=FO, 
n-component of a1a2=r1r2 sup B(n)=O. 
For the respective associate idempotents we would have 
n-component of a1 * 
n-component of a2* 
n-component of (a1a2)* 
sup B(n}, 
sup B(n), 
0. 
Therefore ( a1a2) * =F a1 * a2 * and the ring R is not ~ multiplicative rf>-ring. 
Hence: if the ring R is a multiplicative rf>-ring all component rings 
R sup B(n) must be integral domains. 
Since any complete ring R with identity is the direct sum of a complete 
atomistic ring R1 and a complete atom-free ring R2 we may investigate 
these rings R1 and R2 separately. 
Therefore let R be a complete atomistic M.D. ring. It then follows that 
R has an identity. Let X= {x .. } be the set of atoms of R. We will consider 
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the set of atomistic ideals Rx"' of R. The only central idempotent elements 
of the rings R"' = Rx"' are zero and x"'. 
In exactly the same way as theorem 7.3 was proved one may show that 
the mapping 
x--+ {xx"'} 
yields an isomorphism between R and a subdirect product of II Rx"' 
"' 
which, again, has the property that all rings Rx"' are integral domains 
if and only if the ring R is a multiplicative cf>-ring. Thus a complete, 
atomistic M.D. ring R is always an associate ring and it is a Sussman 
associate ring if and qnly if it has the property cf>(xy) = cf>(x)cf>(y). 
Note that, again due to the fact that 0 and x"' are the only central 
i dempotents of the ring R"', the complete direct product II R"' is also a 
"' 
<P-ring where for x= {r"'x"'} cf>(x) is given by cf>(x) = {cf>(r"'x"'}= {x"'cf>(r"')}, 
where x"'cf>(r"') can only be 0 or x"'. 
7.5. Theorem. The component rings Rxtx of a complete atomistic 
M.D. ring R are all isomorphic to each other if and only if the complete 
direct product II Rx"' contains a subring 0 with the following two 
properties 
(i) 
{ii) 
tx 
cf>{c) = l for all non zero c E 0, 
n cf>(x-c)=O for all X ER. 
CEO I 
Proof. We will first assume that all the atomistic ideals are iso-
morphic to one another; 
i"' : RX"' ,....._. 0 for all x"' E X <:;;; B <:;;; R. 
Considering the complete direct product IT Rx"' we may say that it 
"' 
contains a subring isomorphic to the ring 0, namely the subring of all those 
elements {r"'x"'} such that for all IX it holds. 
i"'(r"'x"'h:=c EO. 
These elements will be called constants. They have the properties (i) and 
(ii) listed above as we will show now. 
Let C= {r"'x"'} be a non-zero element from 0. Thencf>(c)= {cf>(r"'x"')}= {x"') = l 
since cf>(r8xp) # 0 for all {J. · 
Let x={r,.x"'} be an element of R and let itx(r"'x,J=c"' E 0. Th{ln the 
IX-component of cf>(x-c"'). is zero. Since this holds for all IX we have 
n cf>(x-c) C n cf>(x-c"')=O. 
0 "' 
Now, conversely, let· R be a complete atomistic M.D. ring with the 
property that the complete direct product II Rx~ of all atomistic ideals 
,. (X. 
contains a subring 0 with the· above-listed properties. We will. show 
that then all ideals Rx"' .are isomorphic .. 
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In the first place we see that a1x .. = a2x.. for a1, a2 E 0 imply a1 = a2. 
For a1x .. - a2x .. = 0 is equivalent to x .. rf>(al- a2) = 0. Since a1- a2 E 0 we 
have r/>(a1-a2)=l or r/>(a1-a2)=0. Since r/>(a1-a2)=l would imply x .. =O 
we must have rf>(al- a2) = 0 or a1 = a2. 
Now consider the element rx ... There must be a constant c E 0 such 
that rx .. =cx .. , i.e. rx .. -cx .. =O or x .. rf>(r-c)=O. For if for no constant 
c x .. rf>(r-c) = 0 we would have for all c E 0 x"'rf>(r-c) =F 0 and thus, since x .. 
is an atom, x .. C rf>(r-c). This would imply 0-=Fx .. C 11 rf>(r-c), which is 
a contradiction. 
Hence we know that there is one and only one c E 0 such that 
It is easily seen that the mapping rx"'-+ c is the desired isomorphism. 
8. A Boolean metric 
For a rf>-ring R we define d(a, b)=rf>(a-b). This 'distance' enjoys the 
following properties 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
d(a, b)=O ~ a=b, 
d(a, b)=d(b, a), 
d(a, b) C d(a, x) u d(x, b). 
For a complete rf>-ring the results of chap. V of [2], especially section 5, 
can pe applied; i.e. we define 
a1,-+ a provided d(a, at)-+ 0 for a1,, a E R. 
In this way R becomes a Frechet space (T1-space). We refer to R as a 
Boolean-metric space. 
8.1. Definition. We say that the element x is weakly between the 
elements a and b: B*(a, x, b), provided 
(i) 
(ii) 
(see [2], chap. IV). 
d(a, b)=d(a, x) u d(x, b), 
a=Fx=Fb, 
We say that a Boolean-metric space is weakly convex if for every two 
distinct points a and b there exists a point x such that B*(a, x, b) holds. 
8.2. Theorem. A Boolean-metric space R is weakly convex if and 
only if the Boolean algebra B of R is atom free. 
Proof. Suppose R is weakly convex and let u be an atom of B. We 
would then have B*(O, a, u) for some element a of R. This means 
d(O, a) u d(a, u)=d(O, u) or rf>(a) u rf>(a-u)=rf>(u)=u. Thus we would have 
0 C rf>(a) C u and 0 C rf>(a-u) Cu. Then either rf>(a) C u or rf>(a-u) C u 
must hold since rf>(a)=u and rf>(a-u)=u would imply the existence of an 
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isoceles triple in B, which was proved to be impossible by BLUMENTHAL 
(see Distance Geometry, p. 332, th. 131. 2). Hence u can not be an atom. 
Now if we suppose that B is atom free then for a, bE R (a#b) we 
consider the element u such that 0 C u C cp(a-b). Such an element must 
exist since B is atom free. Then we have 
cp(a-b+u) C cp(a-b) u cp(u)=cp(a-b); also 
cp(a-b+u) U cp{u) C cp(a-b) which implies 
cp(a-b+u) u cp(u)=cp(a-b) which means B*(a, a+u, b). 
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